Earth Changes: Free Will and Predestination
Through many years of explaining and teaching the I AM America Map of
Earth Changes prophecies, often we would hold up a map and ask people,
”What do you see?” This was done in a manner to compare the map to the
therapeutic black and white ink blots that revealed symbolic pictures
within, or the perspective bending picture of an old woman or a young
woman contained in one drawing. Of course, many eagerly raised their hands
to state, “I see Earth Changes!” Yet every now and then, there was the one
who would declare, “The Golden Age.”
It is true. The I AM America Map contains both scenarios. Devastating
climatic change, earthquakes, erupting volcanoes, destruction beyond our
present experiences... Earth Changes; and also a vision of a new time,
graced with spiritual experience and beauty beyond our comprehension, The
Golden Age. Each yellow area on the I AM America Map represents a sacred
place to the Ascended Masters. They proclaimed in the earliest descriptions,
“Gateways, or vortex areas, are protected areas for interaction with
Spiritual Energy.” We are learning much more about the Golden City Vortices
in our discourses from the Master Teachers. Some of the basic information
is that there are 51 of them throughout the entire world. Specifically in
the United States there are five. They are:
1. Gobean (pronounced go-be-an) located in Arizona and New Mexico.
2. Malton (pronounced mal-tone) located in Illinois and Indiana.
3. Wahanee (pronounced whah-haw-knee) located in South Carolina and
Georgia.
4. Shalahah (pronounced shaw-law-hah) located in Montana and Idaho.
5. Klehma (pronounced clay-maw) located in Colorado, Kansas and Wyoming.
Golden City Vortices have individual, unique energies. Each of them
identifies with a Ray Force and a specific Master Teacher. These unique energy
anomalies will mature thoughout our entry into the New Times and they
contain many healing forces that work on all levels: physical, emotional, mental and spiritual.

While many have placed the emphasis of Golden Cities Vortices as safe places
during cataclysmic Earth Changes, we receive reports on a daily
basis from those who have traveled to the huge vortices (they are over 400
kilometers across and over 200 miles high!) to experience their power. Many
report increased psychic awareness, lucid dreaming, connection with Spirit
Guides, a high pitch hum and of course, healing at many levels. Dowsers
have reported phenomenal energy irregularities throughout their massive span,
most likely identifying further energy points and sub-vortices.
But the most definitive and clear communication contained in the little
yellow areas of the I AM America Map is the message of hope. They reflect
a most unique spiritual understanding of duality; predestination versus
free will. Is it the end of an old age or the birth of a new time? Will
we experience the worse, simultaneously with the best? The answers to these
questions are again up to you. How do YOU see the picture?
James Braha, in the book, How To Be A Great Astrologer, addresses the same
provocative question, “There is no darkness without the possibility of
light. One is not a mother without a child. Likewise, there is no free
will without predestiny. The two are dependent upon each other.”
Oh, the perilous certainty of prophecy! Through purification comes the
birth of our new self!
(For more information about Golden Cities see the United States Golden
City Map on our website: http://www.iamamerica.com)
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